The

Surprising
State of IT
Security
We talked to 500 IT professionals about IT security at their companies and
uncovered four distinct gaps in the current security landscape.

The modern workplace is here.
Modern IT practices are not.
Cloud security is one of the least common security
measures yet over a third say critical pieces of
their business are in the cloud.1

Almost 50% of IT teams support iOS
yet only 41% support BYOD policies

Only half audit anti-virus management software annually
and a quarter have NO timeframe for doing so.
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It all comes down to budget.
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People are the problem.
70%
of IT is concerned about employee behavior causing
security risks but training up employees is not a top priority.

29%
say employee apathy presents threats to company security.

Breaches are common, but concern is ﬂeeting.
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Two-thirds have suffered a breach in the past.
41% of those were related to Malware
believe their company is likely to
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The more security-minded are more concerned about a breach
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30%
of respondents believe there is nothing else they
could do to protect the security of their company

Learn how you can improve your company's security through IT
management and automation software at LogMeIn.com.
METHODOLOGY: This survey was conducted among 500 IT professionals
SOURCES: 12015 Enterprise Strategy Group & LogMeIn Research, ‘Password Security in a Cloudy
World’; Segment proﬁle: 500+ Business & IT professionals; Geos: NA, UK/IRE, AUS/NZ

